Prestress in tissue is currently detected through destructive methods which obviate both in vivo and longitudinal assessment. We hypothesized that prestress could be detected and quantified by analyzing the microstructure of the extracellular matrix at different spatial scales using non-invasive and nondestructive optical imaging. A simple model of tissue prestress was created using fibroblast-mediated contraction of collagen gels around a central mandrel. Using a quantitative, multiscale, image processing technique, termed generalized image correlation spectroscopy (GICS) of second harmonic images, collagen fiber number and alignment at three different length scales characteristic of the collagen fibril, collagen fiber, and cell were analyzed. GICS fiber alignment (s maj/min ) was significantly different across load state, level of prestress, and length scale. The largest fiber ratio, and thus highest alignment, was seen in prestressed, externally loaded gels at a length scale equivalent to the size of the fibroblast cells. Alignment at both fiber and cell scale correlated with prestress in this model. We conclude that GICS of second harmonic images of collagen can predict prestress, and that microstructural organization at the collagen fiber and cell scale are the primary determinants of prestress in cellularized collagen gels.
Introduction
Prestress, the mechanical condition in which residual stresses are present in an unloaded specimen, is frequently observed in tissue in vivo [1] . For example, in the cardiovascular system, prestress serves to equalize stresses across the arterial wall [2] , thus increasing resistance to pressure [3] . Prestress can be altered in pathologic conditions such as hypertension [3e5] and atherosclerosis [6] , which may affect vessel wall loading [7] , and progression of the disease by impacting stromal cell phenotype [8] . Analysis of prestress is traditionally done destructively, by analyzing the final configuration of the tissue once the prestress is removed by cutting the structure [1, 7] . It is not currently possible to assess tissue prestress non-destructively while the tissue is in the prestressed state. Tissue culture models of prestress and methods to analyze prestress non-destructively could enhance our understanding of prevalent diseases such as atherosclerosis and hypertension, as well as aid in the design of tissue engineered arterial equivalents.
The microstructure of the tissue's extracellular matrix should be the primary determinant of prestress. No previous work has attempted to link ECM structure and prestress, though several techniques have been developed to analyze ECM morphology and mechanical behavior [9e14] . Furthermore, the relationship between ECM structure and mechanical behavior is complex, and may depend on specific characteristic length scales.
Polarized light microscopy, which detects aligned, birefringent, collagen fibrils, has shown higher fiber alignment in stressed or anisotropically contracted gels [12,13,15e18] . However, the relationship between birefringence and fiber microstructure is complex and nonlinear [19] , necessitating higher resolution techniques to completely understand fiber structure. Confocal and multiphoton microscopy can directly detect collagen fibrils; however, methods to analyze these images have shown varying levels of success. Calculating the maximum local gradient and direct fiber tracing have not shown a connection between microstructure and biomechanics [11, 20] .
Multiphoton microscopy and image correlation spectroscopy (ICS) have proven useful to link tissue microstructure and bulk modulus [21e23]. In particular, second harmonic generation (SHG) imaging of collagen fiber structure has distinct advantages over confocal reflectance, given the deeper penetration and better resolution of fibers oriented perpendicular to the imaging plane [24] . ICS uses an autocorrelation kernel to analyze structural features of fluorescent images [25] , and is a user-independent technique to analyze particle number, size, and orientation in noisy fluorescent images. ICS can also be generalized to describe structure and alignment at different length scales, a technique we will term as generalized ICS (GICS). We hypothesized that GICS analysis of SHG at different characteristic length scales would capture the complex interaction between structural proteins and cells, and could thus predict prestress in cellularized collagen gels.
Methods

Formation of prestressed collagen gels
Prestressed collagen gels (n ¼ 6) were produced by allowing fibroblastembedded collagen gels to contract radially around a rigid post. To form the gels, the following components were mixed on ice: 10Â DMEM (Invitrogen), collagen to create a final concentration of 2 mg/ml (Rat tail tendon Type 1, BD Biosciences, Bedford MA), sterile double-deionized water, NaOH to adjust the final pH to 7.0e7.2, and normal human lung fibroblasts (NHLF, P5 or P6, Lonza, Walkersville) at a concentration of 1 million cells/ml. Two milliliters of the collagenefibroblast gel were poured into annular molds constructed of polydimethyl siloxane (PDMS) with an outer diameter of 3.5 cm and a central post with a diameter of 7 mm. Gels were then transferred to 37 C incubators and allowed to polymerize overnight. The following day, 2 ml of media (FGM, Lonza) was gently added over the gel and replaced every 2e3 days, for a total of 10 days.
Multiphoton microscopy
Ten days after formation of the gels, the collagen matrix was imaged with multiphoton microscopy (MPM) to capture the second harmonic generated (SHG) signal from collagen as described previously [22] . Each gel was imaged at four locations: the inner and outer rim of the gel in two different locations around the central post. Imaging was performed at these locations in the "stressed" state ( Fig. 1) , then the central mandrel was gently removed to generate the "no external stress" state ( Fig. 1) , and imaging repeated at the same locations. Finally, gels were floated in media and cut at a single radial position with a scalpel to remove any prestress ("no internal stress" state- Fig. 1 ). Photographs of the macroscopic configuration were taken immediately after cutting, and after 30 min of relaxation. Opening angle ( Fig. 1 ) was measured manually (ImageJ, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD) by a blinded observer as a macroscopic index of prestress [1] . SHG imaging was then repeated as described above. Gels were then cut radially again to confirm no further change in configuration.
Generalized image correlation spectroscopy (GICS)
Image correlation spectroscopy uses an autocorrelation kernel, which measures concordance of pixel intensity depending on the distance between those pixels [25] . In order to analyze fiber number and structure at different length scales, the autocorrelation function (ACF) was calculated. Traditional ICS fits the center region of the ACF with an isotropic 2D Gaussian function, and uses the amplitude as an index of the number of bright regions [26] . GICS, in contrast, fits a 2D Gaussian function (with The three stress states investigated in this study. Stressed gels were made by allowing the cellularized collagen gels to compact around a central rigid mandrel. In the no external stress state, the mandrel was removed, allowing the gel to float freely. In this state, any stress in the gel was due to prestress. In the no internal stress state, the gel was transected radially releasing all internal stress. The opening angle was measured as indicated by the dashed black lines. Fig. 2 . GICS analysis of simulated images demonstrates the ability to characterize structures and organization of structures at different spatial scales. Part A demonstrates separation of small horizontal fibers with long vertical fibers. Images containing these two fiber types are summed, and convolved with a Gaussian point spread function to mimic laser imaging to create the final image. The ACF is then calculated, and two different central regions are fit to arbitrary Gaussian functions to calculate the standard deviation of the major and minor axis (skew or s maj/min ). Predicted values for standard deviation of the major and minor axis are calculated using theory previously presented [25] . Part B demonstrates separation of structural features at different scales. Large vertical fibers are used as a mask for a field of short horizontal fibers, such that the image is composed of short horizontal fibers superclustered into larger vertical structures. The ACF demonstrates separation of these two spatial regimes. different major and minor axis standard deviations [25] ) to annular regions of the ACF. By changing the region of the ACF fit with this function, number and alignment of elements at different scales can be analyzed. The standard deviation in each direction (s maj and s min ) gives a characteristic length in two directions that relates to the structure of the elements in the image. Furthermore, the ratio of the major and minor axis standard deviation (skew, s maj/min ) provides an index of alignment [25] .
As previously noted, images comprised of aligned thin fibers with length L have an ACF with a major standard deviation approximately equal to L/3, which falls to zero at the length L from the center [25] . Therefore, the region of the autocorrelation from the center to L will contain almost all the information for structures with this length. Thus, by choosing different regions of the autocorrelation for curve fitting, different sized elements can be emphasized. In other words, if fibers (or structures) of different lengths are mixed, GICS can separate the structures at different scales by selecting the appropriate portion of the ACF.
The analysis scales used in this experiment to analyze cellularized collagen gels were chosen empirically to correspond to the scale of collagen fibrils (1e4 pixels/ 0.2e0.8 mm), fibers (4e16 pixels, 1e4 mm), and cells (16e64 pixels 4e16 mm) [27] . For each scale, the amplitude, A, and skew, s maj/min [25] were calculated. Nonconvergent fits were omitted if the residual was greater than 5% of the function value. Fig. 2 shows GICS analysis of simulated images demonstrating the ability of this technique to separate different size elements, as well as higher order structures formed by clustering of smaller structures (superclustering). In the first example, the image is comprised of fibrous elements of two different lengths, oriented perpendicular to each other ( Fig. 2A) . Short, horizontal fibers were summed with long vertical fibers then convolved with a Gaussian point spread function to simulate the laser beam waist. The autocorrelation function (ACF) close to the center is dominated by the short horizontal fibers, whereas the vertical fibers dominate if a larger radius of analysis is chosen. By fitting an arbitrary 2D Gaussian function to these two regions separately [25] , the two fiber types can be analyzed separately (note the concordance between predicted and actual parameters).
Image processing simulations
The second example utilizes an image whose features also depend on spatial scale (Fig. 2B) . However, in this case the simulated image was created such that at a small spatial scale the image is dominated by short horizontal fibers, but at a larger spatial scale the short fibers are organized (or clustered) to create long, vertical structures. The ACF captures these features, again by fitting an arbitrary 2D Gaussian function to either a small or large region.
To determine the predicted alignment of isotropic (i.e. unaligned fibers), Monte Carlo simulations were performed. Ten thousand images containing a random number of random length fibers were created and analyzed. In 95% of the images, s maj/min was less than 1.2. From this we concluded that a s maj/min of less 1.2 was indicative of an isotropic image.
Statistical analysis
Image analysis parameters (A and s maj/min ) were compared across gel prestress (prestress: opening angle >10 ; no prestress: opening angle <10 ), stress states (stressed, no external stress, and no internal stress), and scale (fibril, fiber, and cell scale) with a three-way ANOVA (P < 0.05). Opening angle was then correlated with the image characteristics and state with multiple linear regression. 
Results
Formation of prestressed gels
Over the course of 10 days, gels contracted into thin rings surrounding the central post (Fig. 3) . The opening angles varied from 10 to 160 with a mean (AESD) of 65 AE 50 . Variable fiber alignment with radial position in the gel was qualitatively observed in SHG images (Fig. 3) . In the stressed configuration, fibers closest to the inner mandrel showed strong alignment parallel to the surface of the tissue. Fig. 4 shows GICS analysis of a sample SHG image of a cellularized collagen gel. Both ICS amplitude and skew varied with the different stress conditions studied. ICS amplitude varied across load state, opening angle, and analysis scale (p < 10 À4 , p < 10 À4 , p < 10 À4 , respectively), with lower amplitude, and thus maximum particle number, in the fiber scale (Fig. 5A) . Evidence of structural alignment (i.e. ICS fiber ratio >1.2) was observed at both fiber and cell scale in all three stress conditions. ICS skew was significantly different across stress state and scale (p < 10 À4 , p < 0.05, p < 10 À4 , respectively), with the highest alignment occurring in the prestressed, externally loaded gels and the cell scale (Fig. 5B) . Post-hoc tests revealed significant differences at the cell scale in fiber alignment between gels with high levels of prestress and low levels of prestress in the unloaded configuration (Fig. 5C ), while no significant difference was seen at either the fibril or fiber scale between gels with and without prestress. Furthermore, linear regression revealed significant correlations between ICS skew and opening angle at both the fiber and cell scale, respectively (slope 40 , p < 0.0001) and between cell scale GICS skew and opening angle (slope 45 , p < 0.02).
GICS detects fiber alignment
Discussion
We have presented a simple in vitro tissue culture model of prestress, and demonstrated that GICS of collagen SHG can noninvasively characterize fiber density and alignment at different length scales. Furthermore, the quantitative indices of GICS, in particular the ratio of the standard deviations of the 2D Gaussian fit of the ACF (s maj/min ), correlate with the opening angle, a macroscopic index of prestress, and thus GICS analysis of collagen SHG may be a useful tool to predict prestress.
While previous work has noted creation of prestress in collagen gels [28] , this work simultaneously assesses the level of prestress, and also attempts to predict prestress from ECM microstructure using non-invasive and non-destructive methods. In this study, increased fiber alignment translated to increased tissue strain, similar to previous work which applied external strains and assessed tissue microstructure [14] . Unlike previous work, these gels contained internal stresses (created by prestress) as opposed to externally applied loads. Given that many tissues in vivo display high levels of prestress [1, 29] and ECM prestress can affect cellular function and ECM remodeling [29, 30] , the ability to predict prestress non-invasively and non-destructively could allow for detection of the mechanical basis of tissue disease or improved tissue engineering.
A major advance of this work is development of a userindependent and quantitative method for simultaneous study of collagen and cell structures over multiple length scales. The extension and analysis of ICS over a different spatial scales we have coined generalized ICS, or GICS. Furthermore, GICS directly analyzes concordance between pixels, an advantage for ease of interpretation over Fourier spectroscopic methods, which analyze frequency composition [31, 32] .
Differences in ICS amplitude and skew were seen between prestressed and un-prestressed gels, between loading configuration, and between analysis scale. ICS amplitude was the lowest for the fiber length scale, which is expected, as ICS amplitude is inversely proportional to number of bright regions [25, 26] . In other words, the largest number of structures visible from SHG is present in the fiber length scale, resulting in the lowest ICS amplitude. Little . GICS analysis of prestressed collagen gels. Part A describes the ICS amplitude in the three spatial scales and three stress states. Lower ICS amplitude was seen in all three stress states at the fiber scale. Part B describes ICS skew in the same conditions. Low fiber skew was seen at the fibril scale, whereas decreasing ICS skew was seen in the three stress states at the fiber and cell scales. Part C shows a comparison of cell scale ICS skew between gels where high and low prestress were seen.
information was extracted at the fibril scale: the ICS skew was very low, consistent with little information regarding alignment. Bright objects in this length scale may be noise, or fibrils too small to carry load effectively [27] . The cell scale, on the other hand, showed the highest ICS skew and was a significant predictor of prestress. This length scale may encompass both cellular alignment and superclusters of fibers [27] .
Previous techniques to assess collagen structure have investigated fiber structure at a single characteristic length scale [11] . The GICS technique is particularly interesting as ECM in vivo can display very different structures at different scales (Fig. 6) . Likewise, even tissues that display self-similarity (i.e. similar structures at different characteristic scales, or fractal structure) can lose these characteristics in damage and disease [31] . Furthermore, some evidence suggests that cells can mechanically sense and respond to only a narrow range of structural features [33, 34] . Hence, analysis methods that do not account for multiple structural scales within the ECM microstructure may miss important mechanical cues that inform biological phenotype.
Prestressed collagen gels were created via cell-mediated fiber contraction around a mandrel. A wide range of opening angles was observed in this model, despite similar culture conditions. Fibroblasts are known to generate more tension while a gel is anchored [27] ; we noted that the gels broke free from the outer culture well mold at different time points ranging from 1 day to 8 days which may have resulted in the wide range of final prestress [27] . Furthermore, minor variations in the original gel configuration, such as uneven distribution of cells and matrix, may have affected contraction and thus the final level of prestress. Nonetheless, the range of opening angles facilitated quantitative comparison of opening angle with fiber alignment from GICS in this study.
Finally, the simplicity of the model used in this study is attractive in that only one cell type and one extracellular matrix protein are present, thus facilitating interpretation of the GICS methodology. However, caution should be exercised when extrapolating to more physiologic systems (multiple structural proteins [35] , numerous cell types and increased cell density) due to additional light scattering, and more complex extracellular matrix protein content and arrangement.
Conclusions
Prestressed collagen gels were produced by fibroblast-mediated cell contraction around a mandrel. Generalized ICS (GICS) was used to analyze the collagen microstructure in these gels using the SHG signal from multiphoton microscopy. The endpoints of GICS, amplitude and skew, were dependent on the stress state of the collagen gel. Furthermore, skew (i.e., fiber or structure orientation) at the fiber and cell spatial scale correlated with the macroscopic observation of opening angle, and thus the prestress of the tissue construct. We conclude that GICS of collagen SHG describes fiber alignment and number at multiple structural scales in a nondestructive, non-invasive, noise insensitive, and user-independent manner. Thus, GICS may be a useful tool in the assessment of tissue structure and function, particularly in the cardiovascular system in which prestress plays a prominent role in health and disease.
